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Abstract 
Following on from a recent report, which presented stochastic models for two classes of Genetic 
Algorithms (GAS), we present wo results which have important implications with respect o the 
theoretical basis of these methods. The first result we present concerns the technique of lumping, 
and we show how this technique can be used to transform the searching process of a class of 
GAS. Based on this transformation, our second result concerns the direct comparison of the two 
main GAS used today, and provides the conditions under which these two GAS am fundamentally 
distinct search algo~~ms. A novel role is played by the conve~ent ~pulations in the derivation 
of these conditions. 
1. Introduction 
Genetic Algorithms (GAS) are evolutionary techniques used frequently for a variety 
of search problems, and have found widespread application across a range of disciplines. 
A novel feature of these algorithms is that they are based on analogies with the principles 
of natural selection, and have proven to be a successful approach to the solution of many 
problems, including optimisation problems [2,4]. 
Present theoretical work within the GA field is aimed in a number of directions, of 
which undoubtedly two of the most important are the development of the theoretical 
framework provided by the one-step ropagation of the building blocks of genetic search, 
the schemata [ 1,4] and the development of stochastic models for these algorithms, which 
are primarily based on the theory of Markov Chains [3,5,7-121. 
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The Schema Theorem. which IS also referred to as the Fundamental Theorem of 
Genetic Algorithms [4], is based on estimating the one-step change in proportion of 
subsets of solutions in a population, on application of the genetic operators. There are 
certain difticultics associated with the extrapolation of this result with a view to asserting 
global convergence [ 91. In the main. the fact that strictly positive mutation rates are 
nearly always used in GA practice means that such convergence is impossible. Also, it 
is rather difficult to provide classifications of differing algorithms within this framework, 
due to the encoding specificity of the main result. 
Within the stochastic frameworks presented in [ 3,5,7-l 1 1, many of these difficulties 
do not arise, since the Markov Chain methods take a radically different approach lo 
the modelling of GAS. Instead of pr&cring the relative proportions of solutions present 
in a new population on the application of the genetic operators, i.e.. estimating the 
population, as in schema theory, the Markov Chain methods treat these operators, when 
acting on a member of a set of populations. as defining stochastic functions which map 
populations to other populations via their transition probabilities, gathered in a matrix 
[X5.7-10,12]. 
The recent work of Reynolds and Gomatam [ 7 1 provided insight into the construction 
of such models lor these algorithms, by showing how rhe interaction of current sampling 
techniques implies a subtle interacti~)n hetwcen c(~nditioIlal dependence and population 
orderings. In this way, issues such as differing population spaces, and conditional depen- 
dence on population ordering, which is present in the models of Rudolph [9] but not 
in those of Davis and Principc 13 1 or those of Suzuki [ IO], for example. was shown 
to be a feature resulting from the distinct sampling strategies assumed by such models; 
WC shall review this work in Section 2. 
This paper is thus devoted to presentin, u two important theoretical extensions to the 
framework presented in [ 7 1. Our first result effectively unifies the field of Markov Chain 
i~l~~delling of GAS, since it unites via transformation the models contained in 191, and the 
models contained in [ 3, IO 1. within the framework presented in [ 71. The transformation 
of the GA population space which is presented. and corresponding transformation 01 
probabilities which results. enables us to relate GAS containing operators implemented 
on the basis of sampling without replacement to those GAS which contain operators 
implemented only on the basis of samplin g with replacement. In the models analysed 
in [ 3,7-121, the usual sampling with replacement operator is the selection operator, 
afthough, as we highlight, any operator implemented on this basis will suffice. This 
analysis is presented in Section 3. 
Following the presentation of the lumpin g transformation referred to. WC proceed to 
carry out the next logical step, which is to directly compare the different GA mod- 
els under consideration. We derive a result, based upon typical implementations of 
these algorithms. which shows how the differin g sampling strategies used in GAS to- 
day result in distinct transition probabilities, and this is always the case, except for 
some degenerate implementations of the GA operators. This analysis is presented in 
Section 4. 
In Section 5. we conclude this paper by interpreting the results presented here, and 
discussing how the two main results in this paper extend current work in this field in 
an interesting and important direction. 
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2. Review of stochastic models for GA/WI and GA/W0 algorithms 
In this section we review the framework and notation of [ 71; there, two classes 
of GAS are modelled using the theory of Markov Chains [6], and various theoretical 
results derived. The first class of GAS which we consider here are those algorithms 
which implement solution sampling purely on the basis of replacement. A basic form 
of these algorithms occurs when the selection operator is implemented upon the basis 
of immediate replacement of selected parent solutions in the original population after 
copies are made of the selected parents, and then the mutation and crossover operators 
are implemented immediately on these copies, to produce child solutions. These are then 
placed into a new population, and this process is re-iterated until the new population is 
of the same size as the old. These are described in pseudo-code form in 171: 
GA/WI( N, s, f,$fitnes.s selection, mutation, crossover) 
begin 
Initialise with population of size N at generation t = 0 
REPEAT 
WHILE IPop(t f l)/ < N 
BEGIN 
Select (p 3 2) parent solutions with replacement from Pqp( t) 
by fitness selection 
Carry out mutation of the copies of the selected parents 
Combine the mutant parents to form (c 2 1) child solutions by 
crossover 
Place the child solutions in the new population Pop( t + 1) 
END 
t:=t+l 
UNTIL stopping_criteria_reach~ 
end 
Here the operators mutation and crossover are pre-defined. Here the GA/WI acronym 
refers to GA With replacement; when a GA contains operators implemented both with 
and without replacement, orjust without replacement, the resulting algorithms are termed 
GA/W0 in 171, or GA Without replacement, o distinguish them from the simpler 
GA/WI class. 
The j%ness selection operator used in GA/WI and GA/W0 for the purposes of 
stochastic modelling is the common roulette wheel selection [41; however, it is important 
to emphasise, as in [ 71, the main distinction between the algorithms modelled here is in 
the sampling strategies used. The order in which the operators are applied, the selection 
operator used, or the encoding scheme chosen, provided it is the same in both cases, 
does by definition cause no distinction between the methods. 
For GAIWO, the GAS which operate on the basis of sapling without replacement, a 
typical implementation is in the iterated selection of solutions from the old population as 
before to form a new population, and then the implementation f mutation and crossover 
operators pairwise along the resultant population. The order specific implementation of
the mutation and crossover operators corresponds to a very basic sampling without 
replacement strategy. For example, any alternative population location specific pairing 
of pre-crossover solutions. in place of the simple side-by-side pairing in the de~niti~~n 
below, could be specified in the sampling without replacement strategy; however, in 
the GA/WI algorithms, these pairings arc automatically specified by the sampling with 
replacement strategy used. 
GA/ WO( N, s. f.,fi~~~ srlet~ic~r, ~~~~~t~t~~~~?, t~mxsnver) 
begin 
Initial& with population of si,z N. IV even. at generation I = 0 
REPEAT 
Select N parent solutions with replacement from Pop(t) by $fitnes.r 
selectim, to form population Pop’i I) 
Carry out ~??~fffr~~~~~ to eachsolution in Pop’( r) to form population 
P0/“‘( f 1 
Carry out ~~~0sso~~c’~ pairwisc hetwecn solutions in fq?“( t ) to Ihrm 
N new child solutions. to hot-m population Pop”‘(f) 
Set Popf t + 1 ) := &p”‘t t 1 
IS-t I 
UNTIL st~)pping_critcri~~_rcacl~cd 
Clld 
An important distinction between the two algorithms analysed here is in the im- 
plementation of’ the mutation and crossover operators. In the GA/WI algorithm, the 
solutions which arc selected from the original l~~~pulation are nor stored in an inte~edi- 
ate population before mutation and crossover takes place, and thus the implementation 
01‘ these operators in GA/WI does not constitute a samplin g strategy on a population. 
In GA/WO, however, the implcmcntation of these operators on the population. which is 
assumed to bc stored as a list, does indeed constitute a basic sampling strategy. In this 
way. it is cIcar that sampling strategies for GAS exist for implemeflting the crossover 
and mutation operators, and not merely the selection operator: that is to say, sampling 
in GAS is not necessarily constituted only 01. typical implementations of’ fitness selection 
operators alone. 
This subtle difference. which is often hidden within alternative frameworks for GA 
analysis. is shown to exist here because the Markov Chain models f’or analysing GAS 
arc based upon calculating transition pr(~babilities, which are functions defined over 
the set of’ GA populations. This important distinction is highlighted later, when in the 
GA/W0 algorithm the GA/WI 2-parent, I -child crossover operator is incorporated, and 
where a slightly modified sampling strategy thr implementing this operator is used in 
this algorithm. It is then shown, using a comparative analysis, how this imp~enlentation 
causes a distinction in the GA transitjon probabilities. 
An example of GA/W0 type algorithms, and possibly the best known of all GAS, is 
the Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) given in [ 41. In the SGA, the selection, mutation 
and crossover operators arc implemented according to the strategies described in the 
GA/W0 algorithm. and these algorithms and strategies are modelled in 191. Examples 
of GA/WI type algorithms are given in the recent work or Davis and Principe 131 and 
Suzuki [ IO,1 1 ] ~ 
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We assume, as in [ 71, that a set of solutions of size k is given, s = ($1,. . . , sk}, to 
which is associated a fitness function f = (ft , . . . , fk), all fitnesses strictly positive and 
finite. The population size of the above GAS is N, which is assumed to be fixed and 
finite also, and is assumed to be the same for both classes of algorithm. 
Definitions of the state spaces of the above algorithms are contained in [ 71; for 
GA/WI, the state space is defined in 171 by: 
Definition 2.1 [ 71. Let (Xi) t represent the numbers of solution i within the population 
of GA/WI at time t. Then (Xl, X2, . . . , Xk) f represents the numbers of all solutions in 
the population at time t, where XI + X;! + * . 9 f Xk = N and Xi is a positive integer. 
Definition 2.2 [ 71. Let 
Si”‘=(X=(Xt,X2,...,Xk):X~+X2-F_...+Xk=N,Xiapositiveinteger) 
represent the set consisting of all valid states of algorithm GA/WI. 
For GAIWO, the state space is defined in 173 by: 
Definition 2.3 [7]. Let i = (il, . . . , i~)~ store the order in which the solutions are 
contained in the population of GA/W0 at time t, where 1 < i,, < k, 1 Ir_ m < N. 
Definition 2.4 [7]. Let S’cN] = {i = (it,. . . , i,~): 1 < i,, < k, 1 < m < N} 
The differing representations of populations, and the differing sizes of the correspond- 
ing population spaces, is perhaps the most basic consequence of the differing sampling 
strategies. 
The common GA mutation operator was generalised in [ 71 by the following definition: 
Definition 2.5 171. Let 71 be a row-stochastic mutation matrix, i.e., qij stores the 
probability that solution i transforms to solution j under mutation, 
k 
c 7,li.j = 1 I 
j=l 
(2.1) 
The crossover operator was defined separately for each algorithm in [ 71, For the 
GA/WI class of algorithms: 
Definition 2.6 [ 71. Let C,,“,, j , > i be a row-stochastic crossover probability matrix, 
i.e., 
k 
c Ci. j,nt 
=l Vl<i<j<k, (2.2) 
ilt=l 
that stores the probability with which solutions i, j, will produce solution m under the 
action of cro~over ( 1 < i < j < k, 1 6 m < k). Moreover, define Cfj,i > 0 and 
Ci,i,,i > 0 (non-zero probability of parental retention). 
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For the GA/W0 algorithms, the crossover probability matrix was defined in [7] by: 
Definition 2.7 [ 71. Let CC,b.Rh be a row-stochastic crossover probability matrix, i.e.. 
that stores the probability with which solutions LE, 0 will produce solutions g, h 
action of crossOver for 1 6 a < t2 < k. 1 < h 7 < h < k. Moreover, we define 
(non-zero probability of parental pairs retention). 
(2.3) 
under the 
Cii,i,j > 0 
The de~nitions of these operators are a key co~lponent of the work of [ 71, since they 
enabled the formulation of stochastic models which were encoding independent. Finally, 
the basic transition probability matrix for GA/WI was given as, for X, Y E Stkl, 
N! 
!. 
P,yJ,, = II Y, !Y,! Yk! ,=, (Pd. 
Since the GA/W0 algorithms effectively can contain mixtures of the two basic 
sampling strategies, [ 7 J contained definitions aimed at incorporating the sampling with 
(2.4) 
replacement operator in the GA/W0 population space and resultant models. In 173, the 
following definition of counting vectors for i E S’INI is given: 
Definition 2.8 17 j. Let (Xi,/, jr store the numbers of solutions b within the population 
i of GA/W0 at time f, i.e.. 
xi,h = d w Elm!, . . . .md, m,. j m, Vl G .V #Z 6 d. 
s.t. i,,, = . . = i,,,, = 17. (2.5) 
Thus, (Xi,), . . , Xi.k) is a many-to-one mapping from the states of GA/W0 to the 
states of GA/WI; it counts the total occurrences of solutions i,,, 1 < u < N, within 
i = (il,..., in) of GA/W0 so that each (ii.. ,i~) E S’I”i has a unique counting 
vector (Xi,). . . . , Xj,i, ) . 
The relative fitness of solution b within population i E S’INi is given by 
(2.6) 
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and 
k 
F$=Pr{(ji,jz ,..., j,) [ (ij,i2 ,..., i~))=flr:i, (2.7) 
b=I 
where F is a transition probability matrix for the selection operator amongst populations 
of GA/WO, M is the corresponding matrix for mutation, 
Mij =Pr{(jl,...,j, I Cil,.*.,iNI)=fi~i~j~t (2.8) 
d=l 
i.e., M gives the probability of transiting between ordered populations under the action 
of the mutation operator singly to solutions. 
The matrix Q is the corresponding matrix for populationwise crossover, 
Qi,j=Pr{(jl,...,jlv 1 (il,. Nfi[(i2d-l,iZd);-(Hd-l.j2d) 
d=l 
Here the generalised crossover operator is written as 
C ab,cdr a 6 b, C < d, 
C’ 
Cba,cd 9 a > b, c < d, 
nb,cd = 
C ab.dc? a 6 b, c > d, 
cbn,dc+ a> b, c>d. 
Also, the function f(x, y) is defined as 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
The overall transition matrix is 
Pij = (FMQ)ij, i, j E SfN1. (2.12) 
The sampling with replacement operator in both algorithms will be shown to have 
important properties which relate the search dynamics of GA/WI and GA/WO. In the 
next section, we proceed to investigate the application of the technique of lumping to 
the GA/W0 algorithms. 
3. Markov Chain lumping and Genetic Algorithms 
In this section, we show how it is possible to carry out a state space transformation of
the underlying Markov Chains of the GA/W0 algorithms; this transformation is based 
on a technique known as Markov Chain lumping [ 61. In applying such a technique to 
GAS. we group together subsets of the appropriate population space by asserting special 
relationships amongst the transition probabilities of the given GA over that space. Under 
certain circumstances, outlined below, such a ti.ansformatit~n is possible which preserves 
important properties of the process; WC quote the following definition from [ 61. 
Definition 3.1 [ 6. p. 129 I. A Markov Chain {X,,. II = 0, I, 2,. .) is (strongly) lumpahle 
with respect to a partitit~l~ S = {Si. S’J.. . , S,] of the state space S, if for every initial 
state probability vector (r: {VI. (~1.. . CT,,,} the resulting chain {XR. ~1 = 0. 1,2,. . ,} is 
Markovian and the transition probabilities do not depend on the choice of rr. 
There is a restricted form of lumping available in the literature, known as weak 
lumping, in which the properties of the original process are preserved only for given 
initial distributions [ 61; this concept is not required here. Again, we quote the following 
from f 6 1 
We proceed to prove the GA/W0 algorithms lumpable. By the following definition, 
we group together in subsets of S ‘INi those GA/W0 populations which have the same 
counti~~g vector. 
Definition 3.3 1x1 L$ = { LS.i: X i; Siki} hc a partition of the state space S/IN’, where 
i c S, if the counting vector for i. i Xi,, . . .Yi,a 1. is equal to X. 
With the given partition, we group together those GA/W0 populations which contain 
the same counting vectors, where these counting vectors are precisely the GA/WI 
populations in St”). That the underlying Markov Chain of the GA/W0 algorithms is 
lumpable is proven in the foll~~wing, which also presents the transition matrix of the 
lumped process: 
Theorem 3.4. The tra~z~iti[~iz nzatrix given itr ( 2.12 f is lumpable with respect to the 
partit~~fz S = { Sx: X E Si ‘I t of the state space S ‘I ’ 1 . Further, the ?rans~t~u~ matrix of 
the li0nped pmcws is 
P,,,,. = C Pij. X,Y ii S’“‘. i F sy. (3.2) 
jE.5 
Proof’. We require to verify (3. I ) above for the matrix given in (2.12). Consider 
a,b E S’tNt, such that (X,J ,..., X,,k) = (Xh.i... . , Xh,k) (that is, population b is a 
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permutation of a, i.e., they possess the same counting vector) so that a, b E &. also. 
Now 
by substitution in (2.12). By definition of F, 
F=d=Pr{(dl,d2r-...dN) 1 (al,U2,...,aN)} 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Clearly, since 
2 fa,, = 2 fh, (3.6) 
Ill=1 ,11=1 
(since b is a permutation of a) and by assumption, X,,,fn = Xb,nfn, IZ = 1,. . . , k, 
SO that Fad = F& for ail d f $“v’, whenever a, b f S,. Substituting for F in (3.3) 
and (3.4) shows that the left-hand side of (3.2) is fixed for all a E S,, and thus 
(3.1) is verified for the given partition of S’fN], since the set S, C S’tN1 was chosen 
arbitrarily. 0 
Theorem 3.4 is an important result for GAS in general; it enables us to directly 
compare the sampling strategies inherent in GA/WI and GA/W0 by direct comparison 
of the transition probabilities of GA/WI given in (2.4), and the lumped model of 
GA/WO, given in (3.2). Such a comparison is not generally possible without this 
result, since GA/WO, with conditional dependence upon ordered populations, has more 
states than GA/WI. 
The above result shows that conditional independence upon ordered populations is 
engendered by operators which are implemented on the basis of sampling without 
replacement, e.g., the ordered implementation of mutation and crossover in GA/WO. 
However, since GA/W0 above also possesses an operator which provides conditional 
independence on ordered populations (the selection operator in this case, although any 
operator implemented on this basis would suffice), and engenders dependence only on 
the instances of solutions present prior to the implementation of the given operator, 
this serves to mask the dependence on ordering in favour of independence; the lumping 
technique isolates this masking process. The following is a simple example. 
Example (~op~~ut~on grouting and transition ~ro~a~i~i~ matrix ~~~~atio~). For k = 4 
and N = 2, we label the (encoding independent) solutions as s = { $1, ~2, ~3, $4). We shall 
consider those GA/WI populations which are mapped to by the GA/W0 populations 
(il , i2 = il ). Clearly, these populations are 
a = (Sl.Sf 1. b= (S2.Q). c= (ss,sii, d= (s4,s4), 
and their counting (GA/WI popuIation) vectors are 
X,=(2,0,0.0), x~=tO,2,0,0). X,=(0,0,2,0), xd=(O,o,o,2). 
We shall concentrate on X = X,. 
The lumped transition probability matrix entry for row X, column Y, pxy, is obtained 
by summation of the transition probabilities for the GA/W0 algorithm of all those 
GA/W0 populations which have the same counting vector as Y. Thus, if Y were the 
vector (0, I, 0, 1) , the necessary summation involves the sum of the GA/W0 transition 
probabilities from ( SI , SI 1 to (31, q), and from (SI,SI) to (sq,s~), since these are 
the only GA/W0 populations with the given counting vector Y. If we had chosen a 
different vector for X, e.g.. ( 1.0, I, O), corresponding to either ($1, $3) or ($3, ~1) in the 
GA/W0 population space, we could have chosen either for the purposes of indexing the 
rows of P in (3.2), since this is asserted by the lumping theorem. Thus, by proceeding 
through all possible GA/WI states, and carrying out the appropriate summations along 
the rows of the GA/W0 matrix. WC can construct a lumped matrix for the GA/W0 
algorithm, indexed by GA/WI vectors. 
In the following section, the result of Theorem 3.4 is used to directly compare the two 
sampling strategies under discussion; that we are now able to do this is an immediate 
consequence of this result. Further consequences are presented in Section 5. 
4, Similarities and distinctions 
In this section the second main result of this paper is presented; a theorem which 
asserts that the alternate strategies lead to the same search procedure over the space 
Srkt of GA/WI populations only under rare circumstances. A final complicating factor 
in GA/W0 type algorithms must be overcome before such a comparison between the 
two sampling strategies can be undertaken; the crossover operator for the GA/W0 class 
of algorithms is a “2-parent, 2-child” operator, whereas the GA/Wl operator is “2- 
parent, l-child”. Thus, we replace the GA/W0 crossover operator with that of GA/WI, 
implemented upon ordered populations in the following way: 
GA/ WO( N, s, f ,$tne.rs election, mutation, crossover) 
begin 
Initiahse with population of size N. N even, at generation t = 0 
REPEAT 
Select N parent solutions with replacement from Pop(f) by fitness 
selection, to form population Pop’(t) 
Carry out mutation to each solution in Pop’(t) to form population 
Pop”(t) 
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Carry out crossover pairwise between solutions in Pop”(t) to form 
N new child solutions, to form population Pop”‘(t), where the same 
parent pairs are used twice 
Set Pop( t + 1) := Po$“f t) 
t:=r+l 
UNTIL stopping-criteria-reached 
end 
385 
Thus, for example, the above incorporated crossover operator would act upon locations 
(i,,, ih), to first produce the child solution placed in location (j,), and then once again 
to produce (j,) where i,j E S’tNf . 
The crossover transition matrix for these populations can be constructed as in 171: 
Qij=Pr{(jl,...,jlv) I (il,...,i,>} 
(4.1) 
where C is the 2-parent, l-child crossover probability matrix reviewed above in Def- 
inition 2.6. Once again, we can write as the transition matrix for GA/W0 with this 
operator, 
Pij = (~~~)ij, i, j E CM’. (4.2) 
Since the solutions crossed over to produce the solutions placed in (j,, Jo,) are the 
same, i.e., are sampled twice, it could be argued that this is a very basic kind of 
restricted sampling with replacement strategy for implementation of crossover. However, 
this argument would be false; the main fact that these solutions are never used again 
for the purposes of generating child solutions elsewhere in the intermediate population 
shows that this is the case. Thus, this operator still produces conditional dependence 
upon ordered populations. 
Although the GA/W0 algorithm above has been modified, so that it is now a distinct 
process to the GA/W0 algorithm under consideration previously, the modified GA/W0 
algorithm conforms reasonably closely to the general definition of the GA/W0 type 
algorithms. As mentioned, it would have been impossible otherwise to objectively mea- 
sure the differences between the two algorithms in terms of their transition probabilities, 
due to the difference in number of child solutions produced by crossover. 
As a preamble to the comp~ison of the two methods, we state Theorem 4.1 and 
Theorem 4.2, which is the repetition of Theorem 3.4 for the modified GA/W0 transition 
matrix in (4.2), without proof. 
Theorem 4.1. The matrix Q in (4.1) is row-stochastic. 
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Theorem 4.2. The transition matrix given in (4.2) is lumpable with respect to the 
partition S = {SX: X E Sl’l} of the state space S ‘1 NI. Further, the transition matrix of 
the lumped process is 
(4.3) 
The following de~nition is used in the proof of the second main result of this pa- 
per: 
Definition 4.3 Let PI, . . . ,/I@ be the square matrices of dimension k, where pi has as 
(a, b)th element the value C$,,i. j = 1, . . k. 
Note that the ,f? matrices are symmetric. A very common parameterisation of GAS 
in current practice concerns the use of strictly positive mutation probabilities amongst 
all solutions, an example of which is the common binary mutation operator given 
in [4,7,9]. For the rest of this discussion. in particular in the analysis of the algo- 
rithms which follows, we shall assume that 7 > 0 as in [7]. Apart from the good 
self-evident reasons mentioned for assuming this parameterisation, there are also good 
theoretical reasons; the existence of stable stationary distributions usually follows in this 
case [ 7,9]. 
Theorem 4.4. Let Pxu be the matri.~ given in (2.4)) and pXy the matrix given in (4.3). 
Then 
(4.4) 
that is, all rows of the crossover probability matrix are identical. 
Proof. Setting C&,g = c&,g = /%‘Va<b,d<ef: ii,..., k), g=1,2 . . . . . k,wehave 
(4.5) 
by substitution of the given values for C in (4.5). The reduction occurs since all other 
terms are stochastic [ 71, i.e., all sums where relevant reduce to If The term in brackets 
imm~iately following the equality sign is the multinomial coefficient which appears in 
(2.4). 
In constructing the transition probabilities for the lumped case, where the lumped 
matrix is defined in (4.3), we find 
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AY = C f’aj = C E Fed 1 MdsQejv a E Sx, 
iE& jE.% dES’INl cES’[“’ 
387 
= c ( p’ ) ril ( jj2) yl.Z . . . ( pk) Yj,k I (4.6) 
As accords the lumping theorem, Theorem 3.4, the notation a E Sx means that any 
such a in the given subset of the GA/W0 state space may be used for the purposes 
of summation. The fourth equation follows because the M and F matrices are row- 
stochastic, as discussed in [ 71, and so the sums over the rows of these matrices reduce 
to 1 in the third equation. The counting vector for j, Yj, appears in the fourth equation 
since we are considering vectors for summation purposes which all belong to the same 
subset of S’lN1, and by definition of the partition in Definition 3.3 these GA/W0 
popuiations must contain the same counting vector. 
Since each j E Sy has, as mentioned, the same counting vector Y, (4.6) collapses to 
(fil)yj.l (fi2)Yj.Z . . . ($jk)yj.t C 1 = 
ES 0 fl fpY = Pxr, t=l (4.7) 
since the size of the set Sy is the given muitinomial coefficient. That the number of 
GA/W0 populations possessing the same counting vector is equal to this coefficient is 
stated in [ 71. This proves the forward implication. 
Alternatively, suppose 
P XY = &Y vx, Y E Slk’ . (4.8) 
We proceed to consider the transition probabilities amongst he convergent popula- 
tions. These are populations which contain only one kind of soiution, and as such have 
a unique representation i both the GA/WI and GA/W0 population spaces. It is jus- 
tifiable to compare these particular transition probabilities ince if (4.8) holds, it must 
imply these probabilities are the same in the GA/WI and lumped GA/W0 matrices. 
Note that the GA/W0 populations corresponding to the ith and jth convergent pop- 
ulations are 
&=(O ,___, O,X,=N,O I..,, 0) = {tit.. . ,i)lxN)> 
SY=(0 ,___, o,Y,=N,o ,_.., 0) = {CA. . . ,A1 x~ls 
(4.9) 
Now, if (4.8) holds then as mentioned 
px=(O I.,., O,Xi=N,O 1.1.) 0) Y=(O,...,O,u,=~~o,...,o) 
= A=(0 ,.__, o,xi=N,o ,.... 0) Y=(o ,...1 O.Y,=N,O r..., a)* (4.10) 
which implies that 
(by direct substitution in C 2.4 1 and (4.3 ), and using (4.9) ) ; again, since selection occurs 
from convergent populations, this operator is forcibly removed from consideration; thus 
(4. I I ) implies 
through change of notation in the middle expression in (4.12). 
This then implies that 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
Now, since all terms in brackets in (4.13 ) are non-negative, this further implies that 
So, setting 
(4.15) 
h=l P=l 
and noting that M is a real number, (4.8) requires that 
&i: rlib% (PL, - M ) 2 = 0. 
h=l c=l 
(4.16) 
which implies that (since (4.16) is the sum of strictly positive values) pi, = M = 
&2 = ‘. i.e., the PI matrix has only constant elements. Recalling the definition of 
these matrices, and that ;,j were arbitrary, shows that the jth column of the crossover 
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probability matrix is a constant, for all j = I,. . . , k in the case in which the two 
transition matrices are identical in (4.8). This completes the proof. 0 
We proceed to present our interpretation of these results in the next section, and 
suggest various extensions. 
5. Interpretation and conclusions 
This paper has presented a methodology, within the framework of Markov Chain 
lumping and comparison of GA transition matrices, for the analysis of commonly used 
GAS, Using the results of this paper, previously unknown behaviour of differing GAS has 
been presented; in particular, the embodiment of differing sampling strategies in GAS 
causes differences in the probabilities with which the GAS transit between populations. 
An interesting consequence of the lumping result to users of differing GAS, in par- 
ticular of the GA/W0 algorithms and all their variants, is that the use of long-run 
statistics, such as the bounds on the long-run expected vector presented in [7] for 
GA/WI algorithms, for run-time comparisons of mixtures of different samphng tech- 
niques is perfectly justified. The numerical analysis of GA tr~sition matrices has also 
recently been proposed f3,5] as a means of dete~ining the rates of convergence and 
other important properties, for small instances of GAS. The lumping result again enables 
a direct comparison, in this case numerical, of GAS via this method. 
One possible interpretation of Eq. (4.16) is that the variation in probability is intro- 
duced by the intermediate action of mutation and crossover in GA/W0 upon complete 
populations, whereas in GA/WI there is no such variation, since the implementation of
the operators there precludes uch an introduction. This variation is also highlighted in 
the method of proof of Theorem 4.4, since it surfaces when considering the transition 
probabilities amongst convergent popuiations; clearly, for such populations, the selection 
operator plays no probabilistic role in either strategy. 
In terms of the schema approach to GA analysis, it is fairly clear that the lumping 
result, and subsequently Theorem 4.4, express the relative properties of these algorithms 
in a way which the older approach as yet been able to capture. A reason for this stems 
from an important feature of the schema pproach, that it is a predictive formulation of 
population transitions based on expected outcomes, whereas the approach ere is based 
on direct measurement, independent of encoding schemes. 
As to the known behaviour of GAS, and their mathematical nalysis, this paper has 
presented a number of interpretations which demonstrate the usefulness of the results 
here, and their impact in these areas. In particular, the first main contribution to the 
understanding of GAS are the demonstrations of the relationships between classes of 
known GAS highlighted by the use of lumping techniques; these techniques are related 
to well-known and often used sampling strategies for these algorithms in a simple way. 
The second main contribution to the understanding of these GAS is the demonstration 
of the subtle changes in search probability arising between the two main classes of GA 
used today, as a result of the simple change in sampling strategy; this demonstrates 
mathematically for the first time the intrinsic richness of these algorithms with respect 
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to the wide variety of possible implementations, as is well known from substantial 
empirical work in the GA field. 
Future work in this area could proceed in a number of directions; in particular, it would 
be interesting to be able to compare the finite time properties, stationary distributions 
and long-run statistics of GAS which embody different sampling strategies, through the 
methods contained herein, either numerically or analytically. 
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